Campus News

Former Indonesian President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono Visits Fudan

On the morning of May 27, Dr. Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, former Indonesian President, visited Fudan University on the occasion of the 111th anniversary of Fudan and delivered an academic talk entitled “The deepening and developing relations between China and Indonesia” in front of nearly 80 teachers and students from the Institute of International Studies. Professor Wu Xinbo, Executive Vice President of the Institute of International Studies, presided over the event.

Dr. Yudhoyono is the first democratically elected President in Indonesia. During his two presidential terms, he led Indonesia to overcome the financial crisis, and natural disasters like the Indian Ocean tsunami, terrorism, etc., achieving steady political, economic, social development. Indonesia has thus become a regional powerhouse and a member nation of G20. For this reason, the governing decade of Dr. Yudhoyono (2004-2014) is extolled as "the golden years" of Indonesia by the World Economic Forum.

In his talk, Dr. Yudhoyono spoke highly of the achievements of China's development, and expressed great confidence in the prospects of China’s economy. He also commended the
development of bilateral relations between China and Indonesia, and anticipated the prosperity of China and Indonesia in the future. Dr. Yudhoyono closed his speech by encouraging the young generation to keep an open mind, bravely embrace their dreams and opportunities, and believe that success is proportional to efforts. After his speech, Dr. Yudhoyono took questions from the students and the teachers, and had a heated discussion with them.

(Source from Fudan Homepage)

Research Spotlight
Fudan University Holds the Closing Ceremony of Shanghai Forum 2016

On May 30, the closing ceremony for the three-day 2016 Shanghai Forum was held at Fudan University. The theme topic for this year is “Connection, Communication and Innovation: Heading Towards Asian Common Destiny”.

In order to respond to accordance with the five development ideas proposed by President Xi, i.e., “Innovation, Coordination, Environmental-friendly, Open, and Sharing”, the forum was divided into four major parts dimensions, “Opening and Innovation”, “Harmony and Government”, “Green and Development” as well as “Collaboration and Sharing”. The conference included 10 roundtables, 14 sub-forums, including industry, innovation, “One
Belt and One Road”, Smog Governance, G20, financial innovation and the development of think tanks. During the three-day conference, the representatives present had deep and heated exchange and discussion around the topics mentioned above, and explored from multiple angles the problems and challenges China and Asia face in the process of development.

Shanghai Forum is a large-scale international academic forum sponsored by Fudan University and Korea Foundation for Advanced Studies and organized by Fudan Development Institute. It aims to provide advice and suggestions for regional development and national planning by building a platform of exchange.

(Source from Fudan Homepage)

**China ABC**

*Children learn about Chinese Wushu during summer vacation in SW China*

Chinese Wushu master Xiang Guozhen trains his disciples in the training base at Zhongxin primary school in Zhongtang township of Qianjiang district, Southwest China's Chongqing municipality, July 12, 2016. During the summer vacation, many people came to the training base to learn about Chinese Wushu.
Chinese Wushu master Xiang Guozhen trains his disciple in the training base at Zhongxin primary school in Zhongtang township of Qianjiang district, Southwest China's Chongqing municipality, July 12, 2016. During the summer vacation, many people came to the training base to learn about Chinese Wushu.

(Source from China Daily)
Recommended Events

Upcoming Campus Events
http://www.fudan.edu.cn/en/channels/view/125/

Upcoming Social Events
1st July—21st July  Topic: Off-Broadway Musical - Thrill Me
19:30  Venue: Shanghai Grand Theatre
22nd July—23rd July  
Topic: Shanghai Dance - Under Siege
19:30  
Venue: Shanghai Poly Theatre
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